Leslie,
I think you’re really on the right track with the website design! The overall look is
definitely in the zone of what I had in mind. I’m just going to list out the notes I have on each
page like last time, and I’ll bold those of particular importance (most are pretty nitpicky!).
• General
o I really liked the typeface you selected for the headers in the mockup. I don’t
think a serif particularly fits the futuristic vibe of the film, so an alternative
typeface would be great.
o I think the layouts of the pages with longer text are a bit stagnant- maybe
floating some of the images within the bodies of text would help?
o I LOVE how the nav bar is looking, especially that the buttons are interactive! If
you have time, I think they could be even more dynamic, maybe with a change in
scale or color.
o The text lines feel a bit wide- the left and right margins could probably be
tightened just a bit.
o The site isn’t super responsive, but I know that isn’t really a huge priority at the
start (my own is definitely lacking as well). The biggest issues here are just that
the text starts to crash into the window walls and the images shrink a lot, so
any adjustments you can make with that would be great!
o Every page has a large chunk of space between the content and the footer- is
there a reason for that? My knowledge of web design is….very limited, I’m sorry
• Home
o I think you could go crazy with the film title and make it really stand out from the
rest of the headers on other pages!
o The quote underneath the second image is getting a little lost. I’d love to see it
bigger and more prominent!
o I think more consistency in the image sizes would help the page to look more
cohesive. I know the ones I sent you were in all different sizes, so lmk if you need
help adjusting those.
• Plot
o Honestly, this page looks great!
o The bottom image might be more impactful if it was larger and centered.
• Characters & Cast
o The grid could use a bit of breathing room between images!
o Again, love the interactivity- I thought it was really cool how your mockups had
the names as part of the hovering interaction, but I can definitely see how that
would be super difficult to accomplish. Maybe you could incorporate something
similar, just without the involvement of text?
I think smooth transitions into the :hover appearance would be lovely
o For some reason the Doc Ock image isn’t showing up, that might be my fault
for not sending you one lol
o I think some sort of distinction between the design of the character names and
actor names could help with clarity and visual interest

•

•

o With the grid format, I think it would make more sense for the content on this
page to be centered (both the images and text underneath)
Animation & Design
o This page also looks really great! I love how the images are so massive, it
definitely helps readers to pinpoint a lot of what’s mentioned in the text within
the actual screencaps
Accolades
o Again, no complaints! I also love the image choice.

I know this may seem like a lot, but the last thing I want to do is stress you out, so please please
please don’t hesitate to reach out if it’s too much or if you need my help with anything. I don’t
want this project to be a burden on you, especially considering how much we have due next
week. Just do what you can- the site is already looking so nice!
All the best,
Elena

